
A PAY ORDER TEAM 

 

1. If you or your business have a TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC PAY ORDER you and your business are part of a 

team.   

2. Another team member is the INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR working with you. 

3. The next team member is the CENTER that provides support to the INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR. 

4. The MASTER CENTER that supports the CENTER is a member of the team. 

5. The LAW FIRM that oversees each payment is a member of the team. 

6. The supplier that is providing the items being sold by TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC to produce funds used to 

satisfy the PAY ORDER is a member of the team. 

7. A qualified BUYER that may use securities provided by HOWSE SERVICES, INC to create revenues 

through which the PAY ORDER may be satisfied is a member of the team. 

The security provided by HOWSE will typically be a MEDIUM TERM NOTE (“MTN”). 

8. The firm that issued the MTN,  

9. the firm that purchased the MTN,  

10. and HOWSE by virtue of having purchased the MTN,  

11. as well as FIDES that is the custodian of the MTN, are all members of the team. 

12. And, last but not least, TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC is a member of the team. 

All of the above will benefit by the execution and satisfaction of a PAY ORDER issued for your or your 

business' benefit. 

As with an American football team, all team members must cooperate but only one has to carry the “ball” 

over the finish line for the team to score. 

However, multiple scores may typically be required so as accomplish the objective. 

In the case of a ball team the objective is to win the game. 

In the case of your team, the objective is to use commerce to fund a PAY ORDER. 

So, if you want your team to win, be prepared to fully support the team’s effort! 

Sitting on the sideline and waiting for others to make it happen... Well, in a ball game, what do you think 

would happen!? 

In the satisfying of a PAY ORDER, what would happen? 

So, as a member of the team, what is expected of you? 



It isn’t complicated; at a minimum, support the INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR in seeking out and providing 

referrals as you may be requested.  But, as you learn more about how to participate, you may find it to be 

enjoyable as well as highly lucrative to actively be involved at all levels. 

You may also accelerate the process by inviting others to join in as backup INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS. 

For that you may use the advertisement publication AN INVITATION found in 

http://www.change2100.com/GTD/contents/en-us/d129.html 

For more information contact a TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC BUSINESS MART CALL CENTER. 

To be assigned a CENTER send an email to centerassign@change2100.com 
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